
Gas stations are considered explosive areas that requires extra knowledge from the employees. The certification body CompEx
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Trainor partner with CompEx

Trainor has partnered with the certification body CompEx to develop a
cutting-edge library of e-learning for workers in hazardous areas. - A great
acknowledgement of the next generation e-learning we make at Trainor, says
Chief Commercial Officer Morten Aasen.

- Through our collaboration with CompEx, we are taking a huge step further
into our vision to set new standards for safety training and contribute to a
safer industry worldwide, says Morten.



-At CompEx, we are always striving to make learning and assessment as
engaging and relevant as possible for learners. Results from our industry
research tell us that e-learning has already become an important part of
training and development for employers. Customers are really clear that e-
learning will continue to play a significant role in managing competency.
That’s why we are working with Trainor to ensure that employers and their
staff have access to best-in-class e-learning. Critically this e-learning
supports and enhances the practical training and assessment delivered by our
network of over 60 highly experienced training providers, says CompEx
Director Huw Bement.

Trainor's e-learning is based on an interactive 3D world named "Electri City",
that creates an immersive learning experience for users. Using Unreal Engine,
the same graphics engine gaming giants such as Xbox and PlayStation utilize
within their games, Elektri City delivers a high quality, engaging, intuitive,
experience for learners.

Utilizing cinematic storytelling and sound design, Electri City provides
learniers with realistic, technically accurate content that has been reviewed
and approved by subject matter experts.

- The whole experience of working with CompEx has been a great
acknowledgement of the next generation of e-learning that we make at
Trainor, says Morten.

Trainor is an internationally recognized EdTech company setting new
standards for safety training. We provide training services, digital solutions
and technical consultancy services to offshore, maritime and land-based
industries worldwide.
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